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Changes in training, questionnaire design and quality control
procedures for collecting soybean objective yield data can reduce the
level of nonsam pling errors. This exploratory study identifies sources
of nonsampling errors in soybean objective yield data collection and
determines if narrow-row soybeans could be sampled using broadcast
units. Data were collected during 1983 in Minnesota and Ohio.
Results showed differences in number of plants and per plant
component counts which may suggest inclusion biases and enumera tor
fatigue. Broadcast units should not be used in narrow-row soybeans
and different sampling procedures should be investigated for narrow-
row soybeans.

Soybean Objective Yield, inclusion bias, multivariate paired-t,
narrow-row soybeans, enumera tor fatigue.
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SUMMARY Changes in training, questionnaire design, and quality control
procedures for collecting soybean objective yield data can reduce the
level of nonsampling errors. The Statistical Reporting Service (SRS),
USDA, studied soybean objective yield data collection procedures in
1983. The purposes of the study were to identify sources of
nonsampling errors during data collection that could affect yield
forecasts and to investigate the possibility of using "broadcast"
sampling units in narrow-row soybeans. A research sample unit was
laid out in addition to operational units in Minnesota and Ohio. The
major findings were:

1. Constructing a broadcast unit using row 1 as a side can cause an
upward bias in the number of rows included in the unit.

2. Comparing data from operational and research units, in both
States, showed no differences in per plant counts made in the 6-
inch sections. This allows inference of plant count analysis on
research units to operational units. Comparing the number of
plants per 6-inch section showed that Ohio research 6-inch
sections contained significantly more plants than the
opera tional units. This was probably the result of an inclusion
bias. There was no evidence of bias in Minnesota data.

3. Comparing per plant counts showed that counts from narrow-
row uni ts were less than counts from wide-row units. Wide-row
units contained an average of four plants per row in the 6-inch
sections while narrow-row units averaged less than two plants
per row. If a soybean objective yield unit contains no plants in
the 6-inch section, a yield forecast was com puted by
substituting State average values. For narrow-row soybeans,
this would overestimate true yield and underestimate yields for
wide-row units.

4. Comparing per plant counts from the "first" plant to an average
count over all plants in the 6-inch section (operational) showed
significant differences during the August and Septem ber
surveys. The plant component counts from the first plant were
larger. This indicates tha t fatigue and difficult enumeration
condi tions affect data collection. Counts of blooms and pods on
la terals showed the largest differences.

Based on these findings, we recommend the following:

1. Train survey statisticians and enumerators on the effects that
biases and nonsampling errors have on forecasts and estimates.

2. Do not use broadcast units in narrow-row soybeans where rows
can be distinguished.

3. Further investigate the use of a larger detailed count area in
narrow-row soybeans.
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4-. Change the design of Form B questionnaire to reduce
nonsampling errors:

a. Record counts from 6-inch sections by plant.
(Some States are doing this already)

b. Combine counts of blooms and pods on laterals and maIn
stem into one question. These counts are combined for
use in forecast models.

c. Discontinue counts of lateral branches after August in
Northern States and after September in Southern States.
These counts are not used in forecast models after this
time.

d. Use State recommended row width and seeding rates to
edi t number of plants per uni t.

e. Change edit of Form B questionnaire to account for
differences in plant component counts between narrow-
and wide-row soybeans.
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INTRODUCTION

1983 SOYBEAN OBJECTIVE YIELD NONSAMPLING ERROR
RESEARCH STUDY.
Robert J. Battaglia

A soybean objective yield research study was conducted in Minnesota
and Ohio in 1983 by the Yield Research Branch of the Statistical
Reporting Service (SRS), USDA. The purposes of this study were to
identify sources of nonsampling errors during data collection that
could affect the forecasts of pods per plant, and to investigate the
possibill ty of using a "broadcast" unit in narrow-row fields. Results
of the analysis indicate tha t changes in questionnaire design and
quality control procedures could reduce the present level of
nonsampling errors. Also, broadcast units should not be set out in
narrow-row fields due to a row inclusion bias.

The objective- yield forecast of gross yield per acre is determined by
multiplying three values-forecasted number of plants, forecasted
number of pods with beans per plant, and a historical average weight
of beans per pod. Forecasts of number of pods with beans per plant
are made using multiple regression equa tions which use detailed
counts from a 6-inch by two row plot as the independent variables
(2.)1/. The plant components counted are number of plants, mainste;-n
nodes, blooms and dried flowers and pods, pods with beans, and
lateral branches (z.>. The number of plants squared and the number of
pods with beans squared are also used as independent variables.
Heavy vegetation, unfavorable field and weather conditions, and
fa tigue can make these counts difficult for enumera tors.

Studies have shown that enumera tor behavior, training, questionnaire
design, and interview length can all result in response errors (~, 2,
lQ). In many cases, however, the enumerator is unjustly blamed as
the primary source of error.

Soybean destructive counting studies a tternpted to reduce possible
counting errors by removing from the field those plants used for
detailed counts (4, 6). The counts were then made in more
comfortable surroundings. Nelson found significant differences in

1/ Numbers in parentheses refer to literature cited at the end of this report.
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counts of nodes and pods in two States over the analysis period. The
destructive counts were higher than the operational counts indicating
the enumeration conditions may have affected counts. Handling
damage from previous visits also affected the operational counts.
The destructive method was not adopted because of forecast
performance problems.

The overaU objective of this exploratory study was to determine
methods to reduce the amount of nonsampling error in the current
soybean objective yield program. This was done by comparing counts
recorded on individual plants with counts determined by the current
method of aggregating over aU plants in the 6-inch section.

DATA COLLECTION Data was collected in Minnesota and Ohio during the 1983 Soybean
Objective Yield Survey. A research sample unit was located in each
sampled field 10 rows and 10 paces from the second operational
soybean unit. Two types of research units were used, wide-row and
narrow-row. If the field row width was less than 1.5 feet, a narrow-
row research unit was laid out. Otherwise a wide-row research unit
was used. Enumerators used 1.5 feet as a criterion to decide whether
a unit was a wide- or narrow-row unit based on extension ser'/ice
definitions of narrow-rows. Also, in the operational objective yield
program enumera tors are instructed to enter a row width of 1.5 feet
for broadcast units. Identifiable rows were needed to construct the
research units. If no rows could be identified, the enu:nera tor was
instructed to construct a broadcast research uni t. Since there were
only four broadcast observations, this type of unit will not be
discussed, but an example can be found in the interviewer's manual
(!).

Wide-Row Units The plant and plant component counts made on the wide-row research
units were the same as those made on regular objective yield units.
The wide-row research unit was identical to the operational sam pie
unit plus it included a second 6-inch count unit (see figure 1).

Figure 1: Wide-Row Research Uni t

E
'e I DIRO'N2

________ ---..lLA@JRO'Wl

A First 6-inch count uni t, row 1
B Second 6-inch count unit, row 1
C First 6-inch count uni t, row 2
o Second 6-inch count uni t, ro w 2.
E 3-foot sections, row 1 & 2
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Narrow-Row Uni ts

Another basic difference between the research and the operational
sample units was the method of recording plant component counts (6-
inch counts) on the questionnaire. On the regular objective yield
questionnairei, .the counts made in 6-inch row sections are totaled
over all plantS, then recorded. On the research questionnaire, counts
on the first four plants closest to the 3-foot section were recorded
separately for each row, along with the location of each plant within
the first or second 6-inch count section. Counts for any remaining
plants were totaled, then recorded by count section (see
questionnaire, Appendix I).

The narrow-row research unit was used when the average row width
was less than 1..5 feet (figure 2).

Figure 2: Narrow-Row Research Uni t
< -a -' ~ ~/( 6"

SFC-t iON :II:.

SE CTION I..-- ........ --...- , ..
C D

E
.- - ~ . . - - - .A ~I.

Row 2.

ROW1

This unit was constructed like a broadcast unit with an additional 6-
inch count uni t. It was also designed to include measurements from a
wide-row research unit and an operational unit fdr comparison (see
figure 2, rows 1 &: 2). Note that any expansions of plant numbers
using total plants in section I and II would contain an upward bias
because the uni t is constructed using row 1 as a boundary. This
construction tends to maximize the number of rows in the unit. An
adjustment for bias can be made by multiplying the average number
of plants per row by a ratio of frame length (3 foot) over one row
space (see Appendix II). We based the analysis of plant counts in this
study on data from row 1 and row 2 (identical to wide-row uni ts)
which would not be affected by the bias. Counts of plant components
which are per plant counts would not be affected ei there

Survey statisticians in Minnesota and Ohio edited the questionnaires
using the SRS Generalized Edit System. Edi t limi ts were identical to
those of the regular objective yield edit.
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ANAL YSIS AND
RESUL TS
Comparison of
Opera tional vs.
Research Counts

The first step of the analysis procedure was to compare data from
the operational soybean objective yield units with identical data from
the research unit to see if counts between research and operational
plots were different. If the data were not different, then results
from analysis in the research unit would apply to the operational
units. Research and operational data were paired from each sampled
field to reduce the effects of between field varia tion on the
comparisons. A univariate t-test was used to compare differences in
plant counts between operational and research uni ts while a
multivariate paired t-test was used on the five plant component
variables (~). The multivariate technique was used since several
measurements, which maybe correlated, are made on the plants in
the 6-inch sections. The two tailed hypotheses used for these
univariate and multivariate paired t-tests are as follows:

Ho: operational counts = research counts.
Ha: operational counts ~ research counts.

Table 1 shows the paired mean differences by State between
operational and research units for the number of plants per first and
second 6-inch sections. For the operational counts, plant numbers
were averaged over four rows in two uni ts; for the research uni ts,
plant numbers were averaged over rows 1 and 2 (see figures 1 and 2).

The t-statistic presented in table 1 is univariate since only a
comparison of plants per 6-inch section was made. Table 1 shows
significant differences in plant numbers between Ohio operational
and research wide-row uni ts during September. The mean differences
indica te tha t the Ohio research 6-inch sections contained more plants
than the regular soybean uni ts in the same field. A test com paring
the operational 6-inch plant counts to plant counts in the second 6-
inch research section gave similar results. Counts for Minnesota
units were not significantly different.
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Table I--Mean differences in plants per 6-inch section opera tional minus research
uni ts, September 1983, Soybean Objective Yield

State

Minn

Ohio

6-inch Row Mean
section typell n diff T : Pr < IT I

First N 1.5 -.23 -.35 .733
First W 83 - .12 -.03 .978
Second N 13 -1.27 -1. 62 .132
Second W 80 -.41 -1. 09 .277

First N 44 .10 .35 .725
First W 58 -.97 -2.36 .022** :
Second N 34 .60 -1.37 .181
Second W 58 -.93 -1 .98 .053*

Jj Operational counts were averaged over four rows in two units while research counts were
averaged over two rows.

1/ N = Narrow-row units, Row width < 1.5 foot.
W = Wide-row units, Row width ~ 1.5 foot.

1/ * = t statistic significant at a = .10
** = t statistic significant at a = .05

The results suggest possible inclusion or location biases for wide-row
research units in Ohio which would affect the number of plants in the
sam pIe unit. The procedure to construct the wide-row research uni t
was identical to the operational procedure except that a second 6-
inch section was constructed. An inclusion bias would occur if an
enumera tor included an extra plant in the 6-inch section when laying
out the unit. Extra plants in the sample unit would affect the
estimate of number of plants per acre which would give an upward
bias to yield per acre. A location bias could also result in extra
plants in the research unit. This would have happened if research
units were located where the plants were "better" than others in the
field. Enumerators were instructed to layout research uni ts 10 rows
and 10 paces from the second operational unit using operational
procedures. The effects of both these biases can be reduced by
training and alerting enumerators to the consequences.

A multivariate paired T-test was used to compare differences in per
plant counts from the operational and first research 6-inch section.
The plant components counted in the 6-inch section were nodes,
lateral branches, blooms and pods on laterals, blooms and pods on
mainstem, and pods with beans. These counts are used in regression
models to forecast final numbers of pods with beans per plant. In the
multivariate case, the test of hypothesis (mentioned previously) is for
a vector 'of mean differences. The multivariate test showed no
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Analysis Within
Research Unit

difference in per plant counts between operational and research units
for any State, month, or row width type. There was a difference in
plant numbers rather than plant component counts. The results
suggest that an inclusion bias rather than a location bias was
responsible for the difference in plant numbers in the Ohio wide-row
research uni ts.

This section shows differences in plant numbers and per plant counts
between wide- and narrow-row units. Analysis focused on plant
counts in the first 6-inch section of the research unit. These counts
are comparable to operational counts. Counts on the first four plants
in each row closest to the 3-foot section were recorded separa tel y.
The location of each plant was also recorded (first or second 6-inch
section). Counts for remaining plants were totaled, then recorded by
loca tion (see questionnaire Appendix 1). The mean counts for the
first 6-inch section of the research unit are presented in Appendix lll.
The narrow-row per plant counts were generally smaller than the
counts from wide-row units. Also, the coefficients of variation (CV)
of the means were higher for the coun ts from narrow-row uni ts. The
CV expresses the standard error as a percent of the mean. In the
current soybean objective yield summary system, if a soybean unit
contains no plants in the 6-inch section a State average is used to
forecast pods per plant. For narrow-row units, this practice causes
an upward bias in yield forecasts since these units have lower per
plant counts. Yield forecasts from wide-row units are downward
biased.

Planting narrow-row soybeans has become more common in many
Sta tes, especially Ohio. There is concern in these States that a 6-
inch count section is too short for narrow-row soybeans.
Recommended seeding rates in Ohio are 2.lj. seeds per foot of row in
7-inch rows, lj..6 seeds per foot of row in llj.-inch rows, and 6.1· seeds
per foot in 20-inch rows (1). Narrow-row 6-inch sections contain an
average of 1.5 plants per row or three plants per unit to make
detailed counts on (see Appendix III). Wide-row units contain an
average of four plants per row in the 6-inch section or eight plants
used to obtain per plant counts.

Table 2 shows the probabilities of plants 1 through lj.being included in
the first 6-inch section for wide- and narrow-row uni ts in Ohio for
September data. The plant number indicates its position relative to
the 3-foot section with plant 1 being closest to the 3-foot section.
These are the four plants whose counts were recorded individually on
the research questionnaire. For wide-row units, a 6-inch count unit is
sufficient with the probability of a fourth plant 62-percent. In the
narrow-row units, plant I had a 68-percent probability of being in the
first six inch section (32 percent of narrow-row first 6-inch sections
contained no plants). The probabilities of the second through fourth
plants suggest that a 6-inch count unit is too small for narrow-row
beans. The above seeding rates, less plants per 6-inch section, and
higher CV's for plant counts from narrow-row units support
evaluation of a longer detailed count unit for narrow-row soybeans.
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Comparison of Plants
Within Row

Table 2-Probability of plants included in the first 6-inch section
Ohio da ta, September 1983, soybean objective yield

Wide-row Narrow-row
Plan tl/ probability probabili ty

Plant 1 .98 .68
Plant 2 .90 .39
Plant 3 .77 .21
Plan t 4 .62 .13

1./ Plant I is the plant closest to the 3-foot section with
plant 2 being the second plant from the 3-foot section.

The final part of the analysis attempted to measure the effect of
enumera tor fatigue on the per plant counts made in the 6-inch
sections. This was done by comparing counts from the first plant in
row 1 to all other plants in row 1. Counts from plant I were
compared with plant 2, plant 3, plant 4, average counts from all
plants in the first 6-inch section (opera tiona!), and average counts
from all plants in the second 6-inch section. A comparison was not
made when either group contained no plants. We assumed that the
counts on plant I would be the most accurate since this plant
was counted first. The effects of fatigue would then lower coun ts
from succeeding plants. We used a multivariate paired t-test to
compare counts of nodes, laterals, blooms and pods on laterals,
blooms and pods on mainstem, and pods with beans. The hypothesis
used for this test is as follows:

Ho: Plant 1 counts = other row I plant counts.
Ha: Plant I counts> other row 1 plant counts.

Multivariate t2 statistics were computed for wide-row and narrow-
row units in Minnesota and Ohio for August, September, and October
data. The mean differences of plant 1 counts minus the other plant
counts in row 1 are presented in tables 3-5. If the assum ption tha t
counts from plant I are no different than those from the other plants
is true, then the mean differences should statistically be near zero.
Due to the large number of comparisons (15 each month) there is a
54-percent chance tha t one or more of the comparisons would be
erroneously declared significant at the .05 significance level. Even
with this problem, the data in tables 3-5 are useful in an exploratory
study to show which components are difficult to enumerate.
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Table 3 shows the data for August. Only even numbered samples
were laid out in this month so the number of observations was
reduced. The small number of observations made mean differences
for narrow-row units in both States undetectable. For Minnesota
wide-row units, there was a significant difference between plant 1
counts and per plant counts from the first and second 6-inch sections.
The mean differences show plant I having an average of four more
blooms per lateral than the per plant counts from the 6-inch section.
August data from Ohio wide-row units showed posi tive mean
differences for all comparisons indicating that counts were being
missed on other plants in the row. There was a significant difference
in per plant counts between the first and fourth plants and between
the first plant and the first 6-inch section counts. The largest mean
difference values occurred for blooms and pods per lateral and
blooms and pods on the mainstem.

The mean differences for the September survey are listed in table 4.
The narrow-row data for Minnesota was again disregarded due to the
low number of observa tions. In \l\innesota, wide-row uni t counts were
again significantly different between the first plant and the first and
second 6-inch section counts per plant. The Ohio narrow-row uni ts
showed significant differences between plant 1 and the second 6-inch
section. Wide-row units in Ohio showed significant differences in
counts between the first and fourth plant and both 6-inch sections.
Again the mean differences for all comparisons were posi tive in~hio
with the largest values associated with counts of blooms and pods.

Table 5 presents October data. Minnesota wide:-row uni ts show a
significant difference between plant 1 counts and first 6-inch section
counts. Ohio narrow-row units showed a significant difference
between plant 1 counts and counts in the second 6-inch section. The
absolute values of the mean differences in October were generally
smaller than the other two months, probably because of easier
enumeration conditions. By October the leaves have begun to falloff
the plants, most pods contain beans, lateral branches have been
tagged on previous visits, and counts of nodes are no longer made.

Over three months, 10 of the 12 significant differences occurred with
comparison of counts from the first plant to those accumulated over
a 6-inch section. Even with the problem of multiple tests affecting
significance due to type I error, the pattern of significant differences
associated with counts over 6-inch sections suggests a problem with
tha t method of recording da ta.

In summary, results suggest that enumeration conditions, counting
methods, and fatigue can affect the per plant counts. These counts
are used in the forecast models to predict the number of pods wi tl1
beans per pJant. During August and September the effects of
condition, etc., were more prevalent in counts recorded over the 6-
inch sections. In wide-row units the mean differences with the
largest absolute vaJues in both Sta tes were associated with counts of
blooms and pods on laterals and main stems. These are the most
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difficult counts for the enumerator to make. Tables 3-5 also show
both positive and negative mean differences while the mean
differences for Ohio were almost always posi tive. In Ohio, the counts
for the first plant were always greater than counts for all other
plants in the 6-inch section of row 1.

Table 3-Mean differences, August da ta
plant 1, row 1 counts minus other row 1 counts

1983 Soybean Objective Yield

State

..
Rowl/ ;Comparison£/ ;
type (plant 1-) n Nodes Lats

Blooms
la ts

: Blooms :Pods w :
main : beans : Sigl/

Minn:t./

Ohio

w
W
\V
W
W

N
N
N
N
N

W
W
W
W
\V

Plant 2
Plant 3
Plant 4
1st 6"
2nd 6"

Plant 2
Plant 3
Plant 4
1st 6"
2nd 6"

Plant 2
Plant 3
Plant 4
1st 6"
2nd 6"

43
42
41
34
33

20
12
9
8
9

26
25
23
14
10

-.02
-.38
.66
-.25
-.09

-.60
.33
.44
.02
.06

.62

.68

.35
1.27
1.52

.12
-.07
.29
-.05
-.19

.05

.25

.22

.44
-.10

.42

.40

.57

.69

.89

1.47
-.98
2.93
4.02
4.76

-.45
.42
1.78
6.25
3.01

3.92
2.08
4.83
6.92
10.57

-2.05
-1.76
2.27

-1.88
.58

-1.50
3.17
7.11
-.21

-1.47

2.00
2.80
5.13
7.23
1.26

-2/

**

*
**

1/ N = Narrow-row units, row width < 1.5 foot; W = Wide-row, row width> 1.5 foot.
2/ Plant 1 is closest plant to 3-foot section in Row 1, first 6-inch is average over all plants
in 6-inch section adjacent to 3-foot section (opera tiona!), second 6-inch is all plants in second
6-inch section.
1/ * = t2 statistic significant at a= .10, ** = t2 statistics significant at a= .05.
4/ Minnesota narrow-row differences excluded due to low number of observa tions.
J./ Counts of pods with beans are not made in August.
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Table 4.--Mean differences, September data
plant 1, row 1 counts minus other row 1 counts

1983 Soybean Objective Yield

..
Rowl} ;Compariso,41 ; : Blooms : Blooms :Pods w :

State type (plant 1-) n Nodes Lats lats main : beans : Sig31

Minn.:t.1 W Plant 2 77 -.22 .21 3.03 .94 2.16
W Plan t 3 76 -.30 -.22 -2.01 -.08 : -1.57
W Plant 4 73 .03 .10 1.36 1.41 . .03.
W 1st 6" 75 -.35 -.11 5.40 .57 : -1.14 **
W 2nd 6" 70 -.48 -.15 5.85 .66 : -2.73 **

Ohio N Plant 2 30 .43 0 .60 4.07 1.13
N Plant 3 19 1.97 .32 2.32 10.84 6.84
N Plant 4 14 2.36 .93 6.79 12.93 7.21
N 1st 6" 23 .40 .22 7.38 3.28 2.26
N 2nd 6" 19 -.26 -.21 11.08 1.21 : -1.10 **
W Plant 2 58 .53 .03 .85 1.02 1.50
W Plant 3 55 .31 .26 2.42 1.31 2.25
W Plant 4 53 1.15 .43 3.40 5.26 5.85 *
W 1st 6" 50 .50 .21 5.44 1.69 2.43 **
\V 2nd 6" 49 .38 .30 6.60 1.62 2.19 **

1/ N = Narrow-row units, row width < 1.5 foot; W = Wide-row, row width ~ 1.5 foot.
21 Plant 1 is closest plant to 3-foot section in Row 1, first 6-inch is average over all plants
in 6-inch section adjacent to 3-foot section (operationaJ), second 6-inch is all plants in second
6-inch section.
1/ * = t2 statistic significant at <1: .10, ** = t2 statistics significant at <1: .05.
~/ Minnesota narrow-row differences excluded due to low number of observa tions.
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Table 5.--Mean differences, October data
plant 1, row 1 counts minus other row 1 counts

1983 Soybean Objective Yield

..
RowlJ ;Comparison£1 ; Blooms : Blooms :Pods w :

State type (plant 1-) n Nodes Lats lats main : beans : Sig)1

Minnil W Plant 2 73 -2/ .26 1.84 -.12 1.64
W Plant 3 72 -.28 -1.35 -.93 : -2.31
W Plan t 4 70 .01 .29 -.24 : -1.50
W 1st 6" 71 -.10 2.45 -1.05 : -1.38 **
W 2nd 6" 66 -.18 3.11 -.87 : -1.88

Ohio N Plant 2 29 -.07 -.48 1.79 : 1.97
N Plant 3 18 .17 1.17 5.22 : -6.11
N Plant 4 12 .83 3.50 2.50 : 5.92
N 1st 6" 21 .19 4.90 1.23 : 2.44
N 2nd 6·' 20 -.41 3.41 -1.20 : -1.56 *
W Plant 2 58 -.03 .31 .41 1.57
W Plant 3 56 .23 1.39 1.11 2.98
W Plant 4 53 .21 1.40 2.23 3.70
W 1st 6" 51 .12 2.43 .48 1.61
W 2nd 6" 55 .01 2.17 1.28 1.64

1/ N = Narrow-row units, row width < 1.5 foot; W = Wide-row, row width> 1.5 foot.
"J/ Plant 1 is closest plant to 3-foot section in Row 1, first 6-inch is average over all plants
in 6-inch section adjacent to 3-foot section (operational), second 6-inch is all plants in second
6-inch section.
1/ * = t2 statistic significant ata = .10, ** = t2 statistics significant ata = .05.
41 Minnesota narrow-row differences excluded due to low number of observa tions.
}/ Counts of nodes are not made in August.

CONCL USIONS The analysis has illustrated some potential problems with soybean
objective yield procedures. These problems can be corrected by
improving training and simplifying some data collection procedures.

First, broadcast units should not be used in "drilled" soybeans where
the enumerator can identify rows. Using row 1 as a boundary for the
broadcast unit will result in a row inclusion bias (Appendix II). This
bias will cause an overestimate in the number of plants per 18 square
feet, thus, affecting the yield. There is no procedure at present to
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randomly loca te the boundary of the broadcast unit between the
rows. An adjustment can be made for bias when row measurements
are possible by multiplying the average number of plants per row by a
ra tio of frame length to row width. Broadcast units should only be
used when rows cannot be distinguished.

The comparison of per plant component counts between research
uni ts and operational units, in the same field, showed no significant
differences. There was a significant difference in the number of
plants per 6-inch section between operational and research wide-row
uni ts in Ohio. This difference was probably the result of an inclusion
bias caused when Ohio enumerators laid out the research 6-inch
sections. Enumerators need more training on the cause and effects
of biases.

An analysis of means and frequencies from the research data showed
that the per plant counts from narrow-row units are smaller than
those from the wide-row units. If a soybean objective yield unit
contains no plants in the 6-inch section, a yield forecast is computed
by substituting State average per plant values. For narrow-row
soybeans this could cause an overestimate of true yield. Wide-row
yields would be underestimated. The sum mary system should be
adjusted to substitute average values based on row types. Wide-row
units contained approximately four plants per row in the 6-inch
sections, while narrow-row units contained two plants per row. The
CY's for the per plant counts from the narrow-row units are higher
than those from the wide-row uni ts. The higher CY's show a need for
more plants in detailed count sections for narrow-row beans. The
recommended planting rates for Ohio narrow-row and the location of
plants over the 6-inch sections suggest that a longer count uni t would
be a ppropria te for drilled soybeans.

Comparisons of plant counts within the 6-inch section of row I in the
research unit showed significant differences between counts from the
first plant and counts averaged over all plants in the first 6-inch
section (opera tiona!). The significant differences were found in
Minnesota and Ohio for wide-row units during the August and
September surveys. Wide-row uni ts contained more plants per 6-inch
section. Also, enumera tion conditions are difficult during August and
September. Counts of blooms and pods on laterals showed the largest
mean differences. The signs of the differences for blooms and pods
per lateral were always positive indicating counts on the first plant
were always larger. This result suggests fatigue affect~ the counts.

Finally, the mean differences for all but one comparison in Ohio
wide-row units were positive. All measurements on the first plant
counted were always larger than those made on succeeding plants.
This effect was not present in the Minnesota data.
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APPENDIX I Research Questionnaire

The following questionnaire was used for narrow-row uni ts. The
questionnaire used for wide-row uni ts is identical except tha t page 3
is not needed.
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APPENDIX II Adjustment for Row Inclusion Bias in ~.,jarrow-Row Uni ts.l/

Counts from the narrow-row research unit can be expanded to an
acre basis using the area of the unit. Since this unit is constructed
using Row I as a side there is a built-in row inclusion bias. This bias
maximizes the number of rows included in the sample unit. To be
properly located a starting point would have to be randomly located
in the row middle but this was not procedurally possible. However
the bias for total number of plants could be adjusted for by
multiplying average plants per row by a ratio of frame length to row
width. This is explained below:

Row 6

Row 5
"Extra Row"

Row IJ

L
Row 3

Row 2

Row I

,-- - -- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- -- -- -- --

r = Number of row middles.
I = Row length.
L = Frame length (3 ft.).
x = L - rl.
r. I = Number of rows in unit.
Tr = Total plants in r rows.
Te = Total plants in extra row.
E(T) = Expected value of total plants.
x/I = Probability of extra row in sample area.

(I-x)/ I = Probability of extra row not in sample area.
E(T) = x/I (Tr .Te). ((1-x)/I)Tr

= (xT r • xTe)/l • (ITr -xT r)/l
= (ITr. Te)/l
= Tr. (x/I) Te

Avg. plants per row =
=
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(r !: Tri) / (r+l) + x/I ( !: Tri/r+l)

lr + x !: T ri
-1- r::;:T

!: T ri

E(T) =

=

= Lr r+l

Adjustment factor = Frame length (3 ft.) A I /
1 R x verage p ant rowow space

1/ Developed by Ben Klugh, Yield Research 8ranch in an unpublished
note.
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1/ Counts were computed from the 6-inch section adjacent to the 3-foot section as in
the operational soybean objective yield.
'£/ N equals row width < 1.5 foot.

W equals row width~ 1.5 foot.
1/ CV = (Std. error of mean)/mean
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